Is Your
Tech Stacked
Against You?
If you’re like most Broker-Dealers,
the answer is likely “yes.” Outdated
legacy systems, disconnected 3rd
party applications, and inefficient
manual processes conspire to
prevent your organization from
tapping its full growth potential.
Vestmark brings portfolio
management scale and efficiency
to your advisors and every part
of your home office, including
your products, trading, overlay,
operations, and compliance teams.

This E-Book is based on nearly
two decades of experience
working with some of the largest
and most successful wealth
management organizations.
Despite these firms’ unique
cultures and operating
environments, we’ve identified
seven common challenges they
all face.
Chances are that you’re also
facing several of these challenges.
We invite you to read on
and learn how Vestmark and
the VestmarkONE® portfolio
management and trading platform
will help you overcome them.
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Balancing
Enterprise Risk
with Advisor
Autonomy
Challenge #1:

Solution:

Rep as PM programs offer advisors
an opportunity to add alpha via
discretionary, self-constructed
portfolios. Despite the increasing
popularity of model-based programs
(and data that continues to suggest
FA-constructed portfolios tend to
underperform), AUM in Rep as PM
programs continues to grow.

VestmarkONE® lets you easily ‘turn
the dials’ as needed to enforce a
myriad of portfolio construction,
trading, compliance, and workflowrelated guidelines, rules, and
tolerances. It’s the only portfolio
management platform that gives
advisors the flexibility to customize
portfolios in a scalable way
while implementing non-invasive
guardrails to effectively mitigate
enterprise risk.

So how can you ensure the
investor’s best interest is being
served? How do you balance the
flexibility your advisors desire with
the oversight and risk management
your organization needs?

Rep as PM (RPM) is the most
well-known, and also, heavily
scrutinized advisory program on
the market. Despite the skeptics,
Cerulli Associates anticipates that
RPM programs will enjoy doubledigit growth over the next several
years, rising to nearly $2.2 trillion
by the end of 2020.1
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The Cerulli Report. US Managed Accounts 2017.

Siloed
Tech Traps

Challenge #2:

Solution:

Not long ago, a combination of
proprietary systems and niche
technology solutions seemed to
serve your firm’s needs. Today,
your multiple disconnected
legacy systems and 3rd party
applications are resulting in
advisor dissatisfaction, operational
inefficiencies, and mounting
technical debt. This siloed
technology is hampering your
firm’s ability to scale – but where
should you start the process of
consolidating and streamlining
systems?

Technology platform consolidation
typically begins with portfolio
management-related systems.
VestmarkONE® enables
consolidation of multiple legacy
systems onto a single technology
platform supporting all of your
advisory programs and workflows.
Your VestmarkONE® investment is
leveraged even further when rolled
out to your advisors. In the end,
you enjoy increased efficiency and
measurable cost savings – while
your advisors benefit from stateof-the-art tools, increased practice
efficiency, and an improved
user experience.
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Too Many
Advisory
Programs =
Alphabet Soup

Challenge #3:

Solution:

SMA... UMA... RaPM... RaA... UMH...
Fund Wrap... How many investment
programs does your firm offer?
How many do you really want or
need? Given the amount of time
and money spent supporting
separate systems and workflows
for each one, consolidating and/or
eliminating advisory programs likely
makes strategic sense.

Start by easily migrating existing
programs and accounts – then
add, modify, or eliminate others as
your business strategy dictates.
Continue to run all your advisory
programs separately, or consolidate
them all onto our trademarked UMA
chassis. VestmarkONE® gives you
the power and flexibility to include a
myriad of investment vehicles within
a single custodial account across
the spectrum of discretion-, model-,
product- and security-types.

“ A tremendous amount of energy

goes into propping up five or
six different managed account
programs. Each program has
different pricing, technology,
operations, compliance
procedures, and client paperwork.
Often, different executives oversee
each managed account product.
As a result, the organizational
structure of the firm becomes
balkanized, with product managers
advocating for their parochial
interests instead of strategizing
about how to solve client problems
that transcend the product
structure of the organization.”
– Cerulli Associates2
Cerulli Associates White Paper
“The Twilight of Product Acronyms”
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MassCustomization
of Client
Portfolios
at Scale

Challenge #4:

Solution:

No two clients or households are
the same. But with most portfolio
management tools, it’s virtually
impossible to tailor bespoke
portfolios. It simply takes too much
time and effort to construct,
monitor, and rebalance truly
customized portfolios at scale
(not to mention optimizing tax
considerations for each one).
Whether using spreadsheets or
under-powered trading or
rebalancing software, your advisors’
inability to easily tailor and trade
individual accounts at scale hinders
their ability to build trust that they
can meet their clients’ goals.

VestmarkONE®’s intuitive portfolio
construction ‘building blocks,’
advanced trading, rebalancing tools,
and true sleeve-level accounting
make it easy to customize and
manage hundreds – even
thousands – of accounts in a taxaware manner. No other portfolio
management platform lets you and
your advisors easily implement and
monitor highly-tailored portfolios
comprised of individual products
and securities as well as FA-defined,
home office-managed, and 3rd
party models.
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Disconnected Software
+ Inconsistent Data
= Frustrated Advisors
and Confused Clients
Challenge #5:

Solution:

Today, there’s unnecessary friction
in most client and account lifecycles
– friction that frustrates and
confuses the home office, advisors,
and investors alike. Disconnected
systems result in manual, redundant,
and sometimes even conflicting
processes. Inconsistent data means
the portfolio proposed to the
investor often looks different from
the portfolio that eventually gets
managed (and in most advisory
programs, also looks different
from the portfolio depicted in
client reports).

VestmarkONE® enables the
frictionless delivery of advice with
consistent data and seamless
workflows. Consistent data lets
your advisors and clients share a
common vernacular – from proposal
generation to portfolio construction
to ongoing implementation to client
reporting and billing. Seamless
workflow lets you leverage
VestmarkONE®’s proprietary tools
and integrate other 3rd party
applications. The result? An efficient
home office, productive advisors,
satisfied clients, and growing AUM.

The benefits of moving to a
single code structure go beyond
savings from automation to
the more efficient treatment of
market, portfolio and account data
throughout the client lifecycle,
from initial prospecting activity to
servicing.3
Celent. Building the Integrated Platform.
Author, William Trout
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Turning Data
into Actionable
Intelligence

Challenge #6:

Solution:

The good news is that assets and
accounts continue to grow. The bad
news is that it’s getting harder for
your product, portfolio management,
operations, and compliance teams
to sift through growing piles of data
and take the required actions. If your
technology isn’t delivering the right
intelligence, scaling your business
inevitably means spending more
money and hiring more people.

VestmarkONE®’s trademarked
heat maps and alerts provide
actionable account intelligence at
the book-, branch-, region-, and
firm-levels. With a few simple clicks,
users can leverage the industry’s
most powerful suite of portfolio
management tools to easily take
action across one, hundreds – even
thousands – of accounts in a highly
efficient, automated manner.
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Overcoming
Inertia
Challenge #7:

Solution:

You know there’s likely a better
way: better technology that
enables better processes and
generates better business results.
You’ve seen competitors take
the plunge and reap the rewards
of a major software project. But
is the near-term pain worth it? Is
now the right time? Do you really
need to implement a new wealth
management platform?

While there aren’t easy or common
answers to these questions, we can
share this: each of our large Broker/
Dealer clients asked these same
questions years ago. They polled
key players in their organization, put
together large RFPs, and scrutinized
a number of technology providers.
In the end, they selected Vestmark
based on our deep experience,
thoughtful implementation process,
ongoing client service, and perhaps
most important – the success of
other Vestmark clients.

See what the
VestmarkONE®
portfolio management
& trading platform
can do for you.

Email inquiry@vestmark.com, or visit
www.vestmark.com to schedule a demo.

About Vestmark:
Headquartered outside of Boston, MA and founded in 2001, Vestmark is a leading provider of portfolio management/trading
solutions and outsourced services for financial institutions and their advisors, enabling them to efficiently manage and trade
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